Kandesskay Prosperity Videos
Released Today
October 7, 2011
Long Beach, Ca (rushPRnews)
10/07/11 — California-based,
Kandesskay Prosperity Videos
production company announces
Friday, the release of its
spiritually-inspiring video series.
The aim of these videos is to bring
prosperity and abundance to all of
those watching. Kandesskay, the
Miracle Money flows
mind behind these video
productions, says, “My videos are superior because they are spiritually
anointed and ordained by God. They open doors to the spirit, mind and
physical, bringing prosperity and miracles and spiritual awakening."
Kandesskay further states,"that the power of God is powerfully moving
through the internet and is experienced by those who have viewed the
videos.”
Kandesskay Prosperity videos moves the viewer through many spiritual
dimensions, and is an agent for changes for those watching with a open
mind. She says, “The power of God is divinely moving in and through the
videos. The power takes a hold and move in many dimensions, God is alive
and moving more than ever to bring about the fulfillment of Dreams, Desires
and Miracles into existence.”
The videos help the viewers become receptive to all that the universe has to
offer, if only, he or she is open to receiving the blessings. By inspiring the

viewers to create for him or herself a life that is wisely aware of thoughts and
desire, it opens the mind to possibilities of abundance, that were once hidden
to them.
Recent viewers shared the following experiences:
Reveal (Nov 5th) GOLDEN MANIFESTER
My progress Kandess this is working at a point that I think it and I am seeing
my thoughts almost instantly. I was thinking about a friend I had not seen in 4
years and he called me the same day Awesome!!! Yesterday I found money
when i was thinking about money! Thank you thank you!
In truth, the teachings find in these videos, when followed and applied, can
be life-altering. Some have even claimed health’s improvements:
Sara (Nov 24th) HEALING ENERGY
This is outstanding I am relieved of my migraine after watching a couple
times! Thank you!! kandesskay for this remarkable gift.
Turning the blind man into a seeing one.
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